Abstract: Recent design and verification languages, such as SystemVerilog, support a rich test bench language, which provides significant support towards developing layered, structured, constrained random test bench architectures. Typically, the test bench language offers many features that are not synthesisable and therefore cannot be carried into the hardware for hardware accelerated simulation. One of the main challenges in improving the performance of hardware accelerated simulation is to run the task of random value selection under specified constraints in hardware. This problem (possibly for the first time) is addressed and a two-step approach is presented. In the first step, the constraints are pre-processed in software to generate a set of entailed regions. In the second step, random value selection is performed in hardware using the entailed regions pre-computed in the first step. It is shown that this method has modest area overhead and produces constraint satisfying random valuations within very few cycles. Results on test bench architectures for the ARM AMBA Bus and IBM CoreConnect protocol suites have been reported.
Introduction
In recent times, there has been a significant change in the hardware verification paradigm from a directed approach to a coverage-driven randomised one, where the verification engineer attempts to develop a single constrained random test bench architecture that potentially covers all interesting behaviours, as opposed to the older practice of writing multiple directed tests targeting different behaviours. Recent experience shows that although the validation engineer has to invest more effort in modelling the test bench architecture in the new style, the coverage of behaviours is significantly faster eventually because automatic random test selection overtakes the time required to write directed tests individually. It is therefore not surprising that most recent hardware verification languages, including Open-Vera [1] , Specmen-Elite [2] , and SystemVerilog [3], support constructs for defining constraints as well as constructs for random value selection under the given constraints. Simulation tools for these languages have built-in support for constraint solving and constrained random value selection. Since these solvers are implemented in software, they use state-of-the-art constraint solving techniques, often using intelligent backtracking search algorithms [4, 5] . Fig. 1 shows the emerging trends in hardware accelerated simulation. Fig. 1a shows a pure simulation based framework where both the design-under-test (DUT) and the test bench are simulated in software, Fig. 1b shows a conventional hardware accelerated simulation framework where the DUT is mapped into a hardware emulation platform (such as a field programmable gate array (FPGA) board which runs much faster than the simulator) whereas the test bench runs in software. It may be noted that methods for FPGA prototyping of synthesisable Verilog designs are quite well developed [6] [7] [8] [9] .
With the growing size and complexity of layered constrained random test benches [10, 11] , the test bench is becoming the major bottleneck in hardware accelerated simulation because the test bench must interact with the DUT in every cycle. In a layered constrained random test bench, the lower layers directly interact with the DUT in every cycle, whereas the upper layers react less frequently (say once in every transaction). It is believed that migrating the lower layers of the test bench into hardware (as shown in Fig. 1c ) will significantly speed up the simulation. This is one of the emerging challenges in hardware accelerated simulation today. One of the main components of this problem namely the problem of automatic constrained random value selection in hardware is the focus of this paper.
The generic problem is as follows-given a set of variables and a set of constraints over these variables, we need to synthesise a circuit in hardware that is able to deterministically generate pseudo-random valuations of these variables subject to the given constraints. Our goal is to develop a tool that performs this synthesis from a given system of constraints. There are two notable features of this problem:
(1) The constraints are known a priori, because these are hard-coded in the test bench. (2) Our circuit must guarantee that all valuations, satisfying the constraints have a non-zero probability of being selected.
The first feature gives us the liberty to precompute (in software) a set of regions that satisfy the original constraints, and then carry these simpler constraints into hardware for random value selection at runtime.
From our experience in modelling the verification IPs for several standard bus protocols (including ARM AMBA [12] , IBM CoreConnect (IBMCC) [13] , and PCI Bus [14] ), we have observed that constrained value selection in randomised test benches are broadly of two types:
(1) Selection of control bits: For example, the model of an arbiter in the test bench may randomly select a grant line from among requesting master devices. Also the test bench may randomly select the transfer type (single/ burst) from a set of allowable transfer types.
(2) Selection of data words: For example, in a memory mapped architecture, the address must be within a specific range for a given device to be selected. As another example, the starting address may have to be aligned to 10 K byte boundaries in a burst transfer.
For the first type, the constraints are typically Boolean, or can be modelled as Boolean constraints without much overhead. Value selection under Boolean constraints has been well studied [15 -17] . There has also been several attempts towards synthesising Boolean constraints in hardware, including attempts to synthesise boolean decision diagrams (BDD) that model the solution space [18, 19] .
Our interest in this paper is on constraints of the second type. Since these are constraints on words, any Boolean encoding of the problem will lead to combinatorial explosion because there will be too many variables. For example, BDDs grow alarmingly after about 100 variables, whereas each word in a 64 bit architecture will add 64 variables.
How complex are our constraints? This is an important question in terms of feasibility, since solving constraint satisfaction problems using real variables is a notoriously complex problem in general and it is hard to conceive any efficient implementation of existing algorithms in hardware.
On the other hand, the types of constraints typically used by verification engineers in constrained random test benches are often very simple. The most common constraints are range constraints, that specify the range of individual variables. Another common form of constraint specifies that the value of a variable must be within a given range of another variable (e.g. a randomly generated address variable may be constrained within some specified offset of a base address). Such constraints involve two variables. Individual constraints involving more than two variables are rare in most applications. For example in the entire test bench architectures for ARM advanced microcontroller bus architecture (AMBA), IBM CC and PCI Bus, we never required any single constraint involving more than two variables although many variables were constrained. Sample test benches of IBMCC device control register (DCR), on-chip peripheral bus (OPB) protocols and AMBA AHB Master component are given in our website for reference [20] .
We target systems of linear constraints where each constraint involves at most two variables. Since all the constraints are hard-coded in the test bench, we have the liberty to simplify the set of constraints prior to hardware accelerated simulation. Our methodology works in two steps.
(1) Constraint pre-processing in software: In the first step, we use an integer linear programming (ILP) solver to deduce a set of regions covering the constraint satisfying valuations. Since this is a pre-processing step executed in software, and since this step is executed only once before the start of the emulation, the complexity of this step is not a major issue and we can afford to use sophisticated algorithms.
(2) Constrained random selection in hardware: In the second step we synthesise a constrained random test generator in hardware. This circuit uses a pseudo-random generator based on a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) and uses constraint specific circuitry to constrain the generator within the regions entailed by the first step.
The main challenge is that the first step must produce entailed regions in some form such that the second step can work efficiently, both in terms of the number of clock cycles required to produce the random valuations, and in terms of the area overhead of the generating circuit. We present a simple example for illustration as follows. (Fig. 2) .
The proposed methodology is performed in two steps. In the first step, we take the input test bench constraints and pre-compute the solution region and entail this in some well-defined data structure. For example, the solution region (see Fig. 3 ) for the above constraints is entailed by the lines: C1:offset ! 0; C2:base + offset 511;
This processing is done in software. In the second step, we use the stored information to search for a random valuation of the inputs in hardware. The pre-computation and entailment of the solution region make the search algorithm deterministic, non-backtracking, synthesisable and workable within limited hardware resources.
The paper is organised as follows. We present the overall idea around suitable examples in Section 2. Section 3 presents the software preprocessing phase. Section 4 describes the synthesis methodology with suitable examples. Section 5 extends the basic pre-processing step in presence of inequality constraints. Section 6 presents the application aspects of the tool for the layered verification architecture of reference verification methodology (RVM)
[11]/verification methodology (VM) [10] . Section 7 presents results on standard Bus protocols.
Central approach
Given a set of linear constraints over N variables, such that each constraint has no more than two variables, our solution space represents a region in the N-dimensional hyperspace.
Our goal is to randomly choose points in that space.
In Fig. 4 we illustrate our approach with an example having constraints in three variables, x, y and z. The 3D model (in the centre of Fig. 4 ) represents the solution space. We take the projection of the multi-dimensional space into 2D planes. In Fig. 4 GHIJ, MNPQ and ABCD are the projections in XY, YZ and ZX planes, respectively. Within the bounds of x (i.e. [x lower , x upper ]), we first select a random value (call it x 0 ). This restricts the bounds of the other variables, namely a refined bound for y (i.e.
[ y lower , y upper ] from XY plane) and z (i.e. [z lower , z upper ] from XZ plane). Next, we choose a random value for y within the refined bound. This again might refine the bounds on successive variables (i.e. z in our case). At this stage only z needs to be assigned a random value. We choose a random value within [z lower , z upper ]. In general, in the k-th step, a random value is assigned to the k-th variable and the given problem reduces to a sub-problem having (n 2 k) variables. More importantly, the choice of the value of the k-th variable is done in such a way that guarantees the existence of a solution for the reduced problem involving (n 2 k) variables.
By virtue of projections, our target in hardware is to get a random value for a constrained variable from the projected polygon in any given plane. Essentially, the hardware should be simple enough to churn out random values in a stipulated time frame, otherwise the whole purpose of hardware acceleration would be defeated. For this, suitable logic is required to store and propagate the information obtained from each plane. We partition our methodology into two halves -software preprocessing of the 2D data we have from each plane, followed by hardware synthesis of the oracle targeted to generate valid assignments to the set of constrained variables.
3
Software pre-processing
In this section, we will show the various stages of entailment of the solution space for a given problem C, along with the supporting theorems and their proofs. Our goal is to decompose the solution space of each variable into a finite number of entailed regions. The stages of the computation are described in the following subsections. We use the following example to demonstrate the software preprocessing of the projections on the xy plane.
C 3 :y 3; C 4 :x À y 1;
Computation of bounds
The linear constraints when represented graphically on a 2D plane will give a polygon representing the solution space as shown in Fig. 5 . In order to check the satisfiability of C, we compute the convex polygon (encapsulating the solution region). In this example, we compute ACDE. There exists standard methods [21, 22] for computing the boundary points of a polygon. In this work, we use a standard ILP solver ILOG CPLEX [23] to compute the set of vertex (boundary points) of the polygon. We refer this set as V (polygon).
Strip computation
Our next step is to cut the 2D polygon into a collection of trapeziums or triangles. We sort the vertices of the polygon by one of the dimensions. The dimension is decided by the user. For example, for a polygon in the XY projection, we sort the vertices by the non-decreasing x co-ordinates and drop vertices having same x-coordinate. We use the following definitions. 
The set of constraints of the convex (solution) polygon which crosses through a strip is called the overlapping constraint set (OCS) for the strip. The algorithm for strip computation is given in Fig. 6 In our example, the strips along with the associated OCS are (see the solution polygon ACDE in Fig. 5 ):
We have seen that such OCS for a strip always has the cardinality 2. This is important as we use this during synthesis to generate the solution points.
Computation of the strip probability
Since we compute the strips of the projection of the solution space on the different 2D planes, the area of the strips does not reflect the density of the solution points on a given strip. Ideally we wish to assign to each strip a weight that is proportional to the total volume of the solution space that is projected on that strip. We quantify this estimated volume as follows.
Consider Fig. 7 , where the vector space is 3D. Consider the strip S x 3 x 4 . The XY plane contains the trapezium GFKE whereas the ZX plane contains the trapezium HJNI corresponding to the given strip. Let W(S x 3 x 4 ) define the weight of choosing
Formally, we define
Area of projected polygon in that plane
The intuitive justification of defining such a metric is as follows. Consider Fig. 8 . It shows the different planeprofiles of a tetrahedron. We are interested in computing the probability of the strip S EI . From our definition
We want to estimate the volume. Thus, W(S EI ) should be equal to the ratio of the volume cut by the strip S EI to the whole volume. Therefore ideally Our estimate gives the square of this ratio. From the intuitive dimensional analysis, we find the following (the operator dim() gives the dimension of a quantity) , where v is the volume induced by a particular strip, and V is the total volume of the object. To illustrate further, in our example
In order to obtain the selection probabilities of the strips, the strip weights are normalised as follows
To make the strip probabilities usable by the synthesis algorithm, we map the strip probabilities to integer values. Let for the ith dimension, the strip probabilities for the variable x i be 0.6, 0.36 and 0.04. After the map, these would change to weights 60, 36 and 4. Further optimization would produce weights 15, 9 and 1.
During synthesis, for each variable (say x i ), we use a variable TWt x i that is assigned a value equal to the sum of weights of all the strips for variable x i . For example, in the above case, TWt x i would have the value (15 þ 9 þ 1) that is 25. Now we define range for each of these strips to be: [1, 15] , [16, 24] , [25, 25] . During synthesis, we use a LFSR that generates a random value between 1 and 25, and we select a strip depending on this value. For example, when the LFSR generates 12, strip 1 will be selected.
Synthesis methodology
The synthesis algorithm takes the following inputs (for every variable x) from the software preprocessing phase.
(1) The set of strips and the OCS (defined in Section 3.2) for each of the strip. In our example (see Fig. 5 ), OCS for each of the strips are given as follows k{0, 1}, {C 1 , C 5 }l, k{1, 2}, {C 4 , C 5 }l, k{2, 3}, {C 2 , C 4 }l (2) Sum of weights of all the strips that is TWt x .
We define lower and upper bounds of a variable x as In our example (see Fig. 5 ),
Given the above-mentioned inputs for every variable, we do the following. † We first choose the variable order. In our case, we take the variables in a pre-determined order. † For each variable x, we do the following.
(1) Within the bounds of the variable, we randomly choose a strip according to the strip weights. We use the range [start, TWt x ] for the choice. Variable 'start' indicates the lower bound of the first strip within the bounds of x. In this example (see Fig. 9 ) start ¼ 1.
(2) Within the bounds of the chosen strip, we choose a random value for the variable, x. (3) After each assignment of a variable, the bounds on the remaining variables may change. For example, choice of value x 0 for variable x (see Fig. 9 ) refines the initial bounds of variable y (new boundary contains only strips S y 1 , S y 2 , and S y 3 ). We use the OCS of the chosen strip to compute the new bounds of the remaining variables. (4) For each variable, whose bounds have been refined, we re-compute the value of TWt x .
Note that steps 1 and 2 are similar. Both of these work based on randomly generating a number within a given bound. There are mainly three basic hardware blocks which are used for computing constraint satisfying random valuations of the set of variables. In the following sub-sections, we illustrate the synthesis of each of these blocks in details.
Generating a random number within a given bound
To generate a random valuation of a variable x, within a given bound [x min , x max ], we use the Procedure GenRandNum which is illustrated in Fig. 10 .
We compute the difference between the initial upper and lower bounds of the variable. For x it is, D ¼ x upper 2 x lower . Let us assume that D be of k bits, that is, 2 We shift the LFSR only once (in step 2) such that it requires one cycle to generate R. A sample schematic of the associated logic is shown Fig. 11 . The logic is produced by Synopsys Design Compiler. A A detailed analysis of the circuit complexity is given in Table 1 . The first column shows width (in bits) of R (i.e. D). The second column shows width (in bits) of d. The third column shows the gate count of the generated logic. The fourth column enumerates the area overhead and the fifth column shows the critical path delay (CPD). Note that the circuit complexity grows linearly with the width of R. The synthesis has been done using Design Compiler [24] (of Synopsys).
Refinement of the bounds of a variable
Each strip for a variable x has its own OCS (defined in Section 3.2). After choosing a random value for a variable x within a chosen strip, we need to refine the bounds of the other variables associated with the overlapping constraints for that strip. The refinement is done by a (simple) combinational logic. The logic uses the linear constraints involving x and every other associated variable y, and substitutes the value of x (in the constraints) to get a refined domain for y. As the OCS for a strip is constant, the amount of logic is also constant.
Example 4.2:
Consider the following two constraints on two variables x and y.
Initially, the lower and upper bounds of x and y are given as [1, 6] and [1, 3] . Assume that during randomization, we take x first and then y. For this, a sample bound updation logic (for variable y) is given as follows. Now assume we get value 3 for variable x from the LFSR. For this i the refined bounds of y (from the above logic) become [1, 2] .
Note that with reference to Fig. 9 , the choice of x 0 (for variable x) makes only the strips S y2 (completely covered), S y1 and S y3 (partially covered) belong to the updated bound [ y lower , y upper ] of y. We will refer to this logic as a procedure called RefineBound.
A sample synthesised circuit (by Synopsys Design Compiler) for the updation logic (of Example 4.2) is given in Fig. 12 . An estimate of the complexity of the circuit is given in Table 2 . A schematic of this hardware block is shown in Fig. 13 . For every other associated variable y, this block takes the appropriate OCS and the generated random number as inputs and updates the bounds of y.
Re-computation of the value of TWt
Once the bound refinement step for a variable y is over, we need to compute which strips of y now lie within the refined bounds.
In general any refinement cancels out a number of strips. This step is done by the following logic. For each strip S i of y that is partially/totally covered by the refined bound, we add the associated weight W S i to TWt y . Variable 'start' is assigned the lower bound of the first strip that lies within the refined bound. A sample schematic of the associated logic is shown Fig. 14 . We will refer to this logic as a procedure called ReCompTotWt. Fig. 14 shows the logic for a given strip S i . Note that ReCompTotWt may involve more than one strip. For each strip, the schematic remains the same. S i lower and S i upper indicates the lower and upper bounds of strip S i .
A detailed analysis of the circuit complexity is given in Table 3 . Column 1 shows the number of strips. Note that complexity of the above logic depends on the number of strips. Column 2 shows the gate count of the generated logic. Column 3 enumerates the area overhead and Column 4 shows the CPD. Note that the circuit complexity grows almost linearly with the number of strips. However, we have observed that in general the number of strips does not become too large. The synthesis has been done using Design Compiler [24] (of Synopsys). A schematic of this hardware block is shown in Fig. 12 . For every variable y, this block takes the (refined) bounds of y and the set of strips of y and it it updates the value of the variable TWty.
A block diagram for the overall flow of the above mentioned hardware blocks (right from the strip selection logic) is shown in Fig. 15 . The block diagram demonstrates the logic for only variable x i (from N variables). Logic for the other variables would follow the same pattern.
Synthesis algorithm
Let CT be the set of all the constraints and VT be the set of all variables. At any given instant, the set of variables with already generated random values are defined as GV (generated variables), and the set containing the rest is defined as NGV (non-generated variables). Initially, NGV is equal to VT. Moreover, the bound for each variable is initialised to its extreme feasible values. In the ith iteration, we choose a variable (say x i ) from NGV. After getting a random fair (using the weights for the strips) solution for x i (steps 3.2 to 3.4 of Fig. 16 ), we push x i in GV and update the bounds for x iþ1 by using the Bound Updation logic (referred as Procedure RefineBound ). We also update the variable TWt x iþ1 using the recomputation logic (referred as Procedure ReCompTotWt). We iterate till we get a random value for all the variables, that is until NGV becomes empty. The outline of the algorithm is as follows.
Complexity analysis:
Note that for each variable, both steps 3.2 and 3.4 in Fig. 16 (i. e. the random value generation) require one cycle. Steps 3.3 and 3.7 are executed by combinational logics. So the number of cycles required to generate the final solution depends on the number of variables in VT. Thus Fig. 16 requires 2 * jnj cycles to generate a random valuation for the set of n variables.
Theorem: Algorithm GenerateSolution guarantees that the valuation of the first k variables is done in a way that the remaining (n 2 k) variables have a satisfiable assignment.
Proof: We start with maximum feasible bound B x i for ith variable (i ¼ 1 to n 2 1). Let, after obtaining a satisfying valuationx k for kth variable, there exists no satisfying value for (k þ 1)th variable. This implies the bound for x kþ1 (call it B x kþ1 ) after refinement (say B ) is infeasible. = f (since otherwise it implies that no part of the polygon intersects with x k ¼x k , i.e.x k Ó B x k which is not possible). This implies B x kþ1 contained an infeasible region, which is a contradiction. Hence, there exists a satisfying assignment for (k þ 1)th variable whenever we choose a valid valuation of k-th variable.
A Theorem 4.2: All valid valuations occur with a non-zero probability using GenerateSolution.
Proof: Consider a valid tuplex ¼ (x 0 ,x 1 , . . . ,x nÀ1 ). If we show that on choosing 'x k ' for k-th variable 'x kþ1 ' lies in the refined bound for (k þ 1)-th variable, then applying this reason recursively we prove that all the n-elements of a tuple are considered with non-zero probability and hence the tuple has non-zero probability of occurrence. Let on choosingx k for kth variable we excludex kþ1 from B x kþ1 . This is possible only if the X k X kþ1 -plane possesses some constraints (since in order to refine B x kþ1 the kth and (k þ 1)th variables should constitute some constraint, otherwise no valuation of kth variable can affect the bound of (k þ 1)th variable). Asx is valid, we have the following for all C i 2 s in X k X kþ1 -plane
Let C p and C q be the member of the overlapping constraint set for the strip constitutingx k . Asx kþ1 is out of the refined bound (a p1 x k þ a p2 x kþ1 ) : ua p3 or, (a q1 x k þ a q2 x kþ1 ) : ua q3
But that is a contradiction to (1) . A Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, show that our methodology is sound and complete.
Constraints with inequality
In order to extend the methodology for handling constraints having inequality we take the following approach. Let us consider the following set of constraints
Now, let us include another constraint which has an inequality, say
Clearly, this constraint would prevent any previous solution (e.g. point (2, 2)) which has x value of 2. For any linear inequality constraints, enumerating such bad points is very difficult (specially in hardware). Thus to address this issue, we split these inequality constraints into two parts as follows g produce two disjoint convex regions in the four-dimensional hyperspace. Therefore the task is to compute the strips for both the regions during the software preprocessing stage and during the actual hardware test-generation, first randomly choose the solution region and next, apply the aforesaid methodology.
RVM/VM integration
Recently, several test-bench modelling techniques have been standardised such as RVM [11]/VM [10] . These propose a layered test-bench architecture. The upper layers (Generator, Transactor etc.) are involved in generating the high-level transaction scenarios. Each of these transactions involve several cycles of signal transitions with the DUT. In general, these signal transitions (in accordance with the associated protocol) are controlled by the lower level Bus Functional Models (BFMs). These BFMs are generally called the Drivers that take part in actual handshaking with the DUT. The task of moving the high-level layers into the hardware is a mammoth task which includes developing methodology for synthesis of several high-level language constructs. In recent years, researchers have proposed to move only the lower-level BFMs/Drivers into the hardware [25] . This movement necessarily speeds up the overall simulation as the most frequent interaction with the DUT are done in the hardware. The high-level layers are connected with this hardware via a transaction-based interface. This permits the high-level layers to quickly send large fragments of transactions to enable rest of the processing done by the BFMs (in the hardware). Note that to model the protocol (for interaction with the DUT), these BFMs are designed using several in-line constraints. The methodology presented in this paper generates hardware for these in-line constraints.
Results
We have applied our prototype tool on the test-benches of two industry standard on-chip bus protocols, namely ARM AMBA AHB and IBM CoreConnect. The testbenches have been modelled following standard test-bench modelling guidelines (such as RVM/VM). These testbenches have also been used as environment models for the verification of different components of the two protocols. There are two goals of presenting the experimental results. Firstly, it establishes a proof of concept on industry standard designs and justifies our claim that systems of constraints involving only bi-variate constraints are both relevant and often adequate in practice. Secondly, it demonstrates that our synthesis methodology generates circuits that have modest area overheads and can generate random valuations within a few cycles. In order to provide an idea of the complexity of constraint synthesis for a complex test-bench, we present only a few instances of the constraints (see Table 4 ). Sample constrained random test-benches for IBM CC OPB Master and DCR Master device are given in [20] . Table 4 shows the results of our tool on IBM CoreConnect and AMBA AHB on-chip Bus protocols. Analysis is given for some specific constraints modeled in the environment of the DUT. The name of the DUT is given first (e.g. AHB Arbiter, Master, Slave etc.). Next details of the associated environment constraints are given. The third column shows the number of variables and the fourth column enumerates the width of these variables in the constraint. For example, a specific constraint in the environment for verifying the AHB Master includes six variables (of width 32, 3, 3, 2, 2 and 2 bits, respectively). Note that the width of the variables greatly affects the number of bits of memory in the generated hardware. The fifth column shows the number of planes and the seventh column shows the number of strips in all the planes. The sixth column indicates the number of input constraints (cons). The eighth and ninth columns show the run-times (preprocessing and synthesis times) in an Intel(R) Pentium(R) 2.8 GHz, 512 MB RAM machine. The runtimes are given in mili-seconds (ms). The 10th and 11th columns enumerate the area-overhead (bit count and Gate count) in the generated circuit. Also we provide the number of bits of memory required by the LFSR's. We have used Design Compiler [24] of Synopsys for synthesising the hardware. Note that the area complexity of IBM CC OPB and AHB Master is quite less compared to the others. This is because the width of the variables associated with the environment of these components are small. Other components include constraints involving address buses. The last column shows the number of clock cycles required to generate a random valuation satisfying the constraints. Example 7.1: To illustrate the above table further, consider the following scenario from the AMBA AHB protocol. A master component (master number: 4) gets a Split or Retry response for a transaction targeting towards a slave component (slave number: 1). The slave has an address range: [128:255] . The transfer is a half-word (16 bit) read transfer for specific byte lanes. The byte lanes are selected by two variables fracad (2 bits) and size (3 bits). The span of the transfer is characterised by variables addr (32 bits) and burst (3 bits). Transfer mode and response types are selected by variables trans (2 bits) and resp (2 bits), respectively. Now we analyse the complexity of one of the constraints required to model this scenario in verifying the AHB arbiter component. To verify the arbiter component, we require to model an environment consisting of the master and the slave device. The in-line constraint for this environment is given in Fig. 17 .
Note that this constraint requires six variables (see Table 4 ). The variable widths are (32, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2). The number planes is 6 C 2 ¼ 15. The number of constraints are 11 (see above). Analysis for the other bus components are given in a similar fashion. A 
